
20240305 Jim Hill Avalanche Incident
Report by Matt Primomo and Josh Hirshberg

Incident Summary:
On March 5, 2024, a party of three backcountry skiers ascended the north ridge of Jim Hill. Just
below the summit ridge they transitioned to downhill travel on a northwest aspect around 6,500ft.
Skiers 1 and 2 were highest on the slope, with skier 3 below. Skier 1 began traversing and made
about three turns, when he triggered a small loose slide that initiated a deeper and wider slab
avalanche. Skier 3 was near a group of small trees when the avalanche came from above and carried
him down the slope. Skier 3 was completely buried right side up with his head about 2ft beneath the
surface.
Skiers 1 and 2 switched their avalanche transceivers to ‘search’ mode and traveled down the debris.
As skier 1 put his transceiver on the snow for a fine search, he moved enough snow aside to
uncovered the gloved hand of skier 3. Skier 1 and 2 dug skier 3 out of the snow and uncovered his
airway within 2-3 minutes of the initial burial. Skier 3 was breathing and maintained consciousness.
He had a shoulder injury, consistent with a dislocation. After recovering all of skier 3’s equipment,
except for one ski pole, they skied to the trailhead.

Occurrence Time and Date: 1:30pm, on March 5, 2024
Recovery/Rescue Time: 1:32pm
Lat/Lon: 47.73958, -121.00713
Location: Jim Hill Mountain, Chelan County, Wenatchee-Okanogan NF, WA

Number in Party: 3
Number Caught: 1
Number Partially Buried, Critical or Not-critical: 0
Number Completely Buried: 1
Duration of Burial: 2 minutes (estimate)
Number Injured: 1

Avalanche Type: HS-ASu-R2-D2-O
Trigger: Skier
Size: R2/D2
Start Zone Aspect: Northwest
Start Zone Angle: Estimated at 40 degrees
Start Zone Elevation: 6,500ft

Height of Crown Face: 3ft average
Width of Fracture: 100ft maximum
Vertical Fall: 200ft maximum
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Weak Layer Characteristics: No crown profile was performed. Based on the reporting party, other
partys’ observations, and recent forecaster profiles on nearby slopes, we suspect this avalanche ran
on facets just above a crust that was buried in early February.
Bed Surface Characteristics: Icy layer, likely the early February Crust.

Burial involved a terrain trap: Yes, a small gully/constriction
Number of people that crossed start zone before the avalanche: 3
Avalanche occurred during: Just after transitioning. The group was planning to traverse to another
slope. Skier 1 had started a descending traverse.
Location of group in relation to start zone during avalanche: Two skiers were above the crown,
the third was below to the climber’s right.

Avalanche Safety Gear Carried: Yes
Avalanche Training and Experience at Activity:
Skier 1: Advanced backcountry skier with 15 years of experience. Training: Avy 1, Avalanche
Refreshers, Avalanche Rescue.
Skier 2: Expert downhill skier, experienced backcountry skier. PSIA level 3 certified
instructor/examiner. Training: AIARE 1 taken 10-15 years ago.
Skier 3: Advanced downhill skier with approximately 3 years of backcountry skiing experience.
Training: AIARE 1

Signs of Instability Noted by Group: Shallow sluffing while skinning up.
Extent of Injuries or Cause of Death: Injured shoulder. Suspected dislocation that reduced without
medical treatment.

NWAC Forecast Zone: Stevens Pass
Avalanche Danger Rating (Upper Elevations, Middle Elevations, Low Elevations):
Moderate, Moderate, Moderate
https://nwac.us/avalanche-forecast/#/forecast/2/133124
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A skier triggered slab avalanche that buried a skier just below the summit of Jim Hill. NW, 6,500ft. Photo: Nate
Hough-Snee
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